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Abstract

In 1966, Kenzo Tange devised a powerful apparatus of disseminating mass media, Yamanashi Broadcasting and Press Center. A concrete innovation and an urban fragment, the Yamanashi Building applied the joint-core system that could fulfill his imagination of an indefinitely intensified production environment at an urban center. Nonetheless, Tange could neither foresee social challenges, such as a sinking economy and aging society, nor could he realize the fragile nature of mass media. His efforts of self-containing a monochrome production service inside a monolithic structure led the Yamanashi Building, like many other concrete urban renewal buildings during the postwar era, to quickly derail from its original metabolism projection.

This thesis attempts to adapt the existing concrete structure to reengage with the contemporary social and urban context. The re-hybridization of the production-centric program, through reintroducing a lifestyle of production, living, and consumption, reinstates the visibility and dynamics of production. Aiming to reactivate the building vertically, the proposal challenges the construction of servant space, decentralizing the structure through liberating circulation and redefining the boundary of public and private. By occupying the surface of structure, the intervention creates a transparency that contrasts with the historical image at multiple scales, attracting a population of diverse ages. At an urban scale, the adaptation physically and programmatically mediates the institutional scale urban renewal and adjacent neighborhood, reinvigorating vacant blocks. Once an iconic urban concrete relic, the Yamanashi Building becomes an urban incubator that celebrates the history of production with a contemporary fashion.
Yamanashi Broadcasting and Press Centre is at the center of Kofu city, a second-tier city 100 km west of Tokyo. The city center has been declined since the bubble economy, leaving many parcels vacant or parking lots.

Similar to many other medieval Japanese cities, Kofu was historically built around Kofu Castle, which registers local political and economy power. Craftsman would gather around the castle to provide daily service.

Since 1868, the beginning of Meiji Restoration, Kofu has been modernized and westernized with multiple single factory structure that condenses efficient production and replaces the original urban fabric. The production started to be manipulated with gender reference and machine replaced individual skill and knowledge.

In the postwar era, the city was transformed by infrastructural and institutional scale architecture each occupying a single plot after WWII, during which Japan was experiencing an unprecedented economy and technology boom.
Tange’s Yamanashi Broadcasting and Press Centre was constructed during such a boom. Mass Media Technologies become an ever powerful dissemination apparatus and an ever efficient production space is required to produce a maximized political and social impact in a single building.

Tange envisions a 3 dimensional lattice system that grows both horizontally and vertically. The idea of the vertical core becoming servant spaces that registers not only circulation, but in his mind, a communication system.

Therefore, the construction of the building was heavily dominated by the 3 dimensional lattice structure. The structure was constructed by 16 vertical columns with openings supported by horizontal beams on a grid of 15 by 17 meter. The structure becomes a 3 dimensional opaque circulation system while production space takes the center space in each bay.

Tange imaged a hybrid of programs vertically, in which cafeteria and public programs are on the ground floor while 3 mass media companies, respectively newspaper printing, television broadcasting and radio center, locates at 3rd, 6th and 8th floor due to requirement of noise insulation.

A fragment of an urban scale development, the structure would be named as a joint-core system that worked with a 3 dimensional urban system that the metabolism and other modern futurists would imagine, cars at different levels, structure being infinitely expanded; production space being infinitely intensified.
However, Tange was unable to foresee the bubble economy and multiple social problems including aging population and low birth rate. The building was left an urban concrete giant in between the institutional scale buildings and local neighborhoods.

Even though the building has undergone 6 updates in the past 50 years, including extension of the lattice structure, replacement of concrete wall to glazing facade, reconfiguration of parti walls, and installation of escalator in the lobby. But with all of the social crisis above, the architecture has been monochromed into a single production apparatus with generic offices replacing designed mass media studios and other specific programs. At the same time, surrounding neighborhoods has been gradually replaced by vacant parking lots.
My intervention integrates with three approaches: the first one is re-hybridizing the monochrome program to combine consumption, living and production, in the same style of historical machiya, at a vertical proximity given by the existing structure.

The second approach is reducing the volumetric reading by occupying the original structure in a interlocking way, re-generating porosity that the building once had when it was built.
The third one is re-registering a more visible plug-in circulation system. Releasing the servant zone considered by Tange back into the generic from generic-non column space, introducing a parallel inefficient circulation language that brings back th informal social activities within Tange’s lattice structure.
Massing Model at 1/16
Vertically, corresponding to the original reading of accessibility by Kenzo Tange, programs are arranged from public to private in an ascending sequence. Collective Living Space at level 6-8, Archive at level 5, Collective and Individual Workshop at level 3-4, Exhibition, Office, Auditorium, Cafeteria, Stores at Level 1-2.

At the detail level, the non-flashing of interior space and exterior skin, the no-mullion double laminated glazing, and the non-flashing of new concrete slab on original structure, introduce a contrast and transparency that could be visible both inside and outside. The new volume and the space that it implies, become a series of orthogonal plug-in on the original structure.

Within each large bar plug-in, small furnitures that are designed to imply space for living and working become a smaller individual scale plug-in as an occupation of the surface of the original structure to reduce the volumetric reading. The small scale of plug-in, challenges the large module of 1960s metabolism to provide a more individual and flexible modular plug-in.
Back to the urban scale, the effect of decentralization of originally concrete structure has the potential of revitalizing the neighborhood sustainably. The debris creates autonomous structural folly that allows plural programs to inhabit underneath, replacing those vacant lots.

The decentralization of both the original structure and the plug-in further proves the reciprocal relationship of plug-in and the concrete material.
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Rendering from the Crossing
My design proposal on adapting Yamanashi Broadcasting and Press Centre presents a contemporary vision of metabolism, by scaling down the module, re-evaluating architectural program, introducing contemporary material and most importantly, re-thinking about the philosophy of metabolism: how would architecture grow or evolve in a different context within an elongated time span.

In the recent decade, post-war architecture faces an unprecedented challenge with pandemic, global economy decline and environmental issues. Many of brutalism, metabolism or concrete architecture, even with a historical value, have been demolished relentlessly.

The thesis, at its goal, reopens a fruitful discussion of potentially adapting them, due to the similarity of space, circulation, structure, material and many other architectural elements.
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